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Abstract In this paper, a free boundary problem for cell protrusion formation is studied theoretically

and numerically. The cell membrane is precisely described thanks to a level set function, whose motion

is due to specific signalling pathways. The aim is to model the chemical interactions between the cell and

its environment, in the process of invadopodia or pseudopodia formation. The model consists of Laplace

equation with Dirichlet condition inside the cell coupled to Laplace equation with Neumann condition

in the outer domain. The actin polymerization is accounted for as the gradient of the inner signal, which

drives the motion of the interface. We prove the well-posedness of our free boundary problem under a

sign condition on the datum. This criterion ensures the consistency of the model, and provides conditions

to focus on for any enrichment of the model. We then propose a new first order Cartesian finite-difference

method to solve the problem. We eventually exhibit the main biological features that can be accounted

for by the model: the formation of thin and elongated protrusions as for invadopodia, or larger protrusion

as for pseudopodia, depending on the source term in the equation. The model provides the theoretical

and numerical grounds for single cell migration modeling, whose formulation is valid in 2D and 3D. In

particular, specific chemical reactions that occured at the cell membrane could be precisely described in

forthcoming works.
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1 Introduction

Invadopodia and pseudopodial protrusions are elongated shapes, which are formed during cell invasion

and mesenchymal migration. These phenomena are the crucial points in the metastasic process, which

is the major cause of death from cancer. From the biological point of view, both phenomena involve

specific signaling pathways in the cell, that result from extracellular stimuli, as well as specific chemical

interactions between the cell membrane and the extra-cellular matrix.

The aim of this paper is to present a general framework in which both phenomena can be modeled

similarly, thanks to a free boundary model, which is valid for both 2 and 3 dimensions. From the modeling

point of view, the model combines the interactions between the inner cell signaling and the extracellular

matrix (ECM). These interactions occur across the cell membrane, which is precisely accounted for by

a free boundary. The general philosophy of the modeling mimics the biological interactions: the cell

production of chemical substances has an influence on the extracellular medium, whose changes are then

detected by the cell itself, leading to the protrusion. The formation of the protrusion is a consequence of

the displacement of the membrane, due to the gradient of the inner signal generated by the interactions

between the membrane and the surrounding ECM. Therefore the velocity of the protrusion is not a

priori given but it is an unknown of the model. This is the novelty of the modeling, which complexifies

dramatically both theoretical and numerical studies.

First we present our generic model, that holds in 2D and 3D, and which is mathematically precise and

relevant, and then we present an accurate finite difference method on Cartesian grid to solve accurately

the problem. The well-posedness of our model1 is an important issue to address, since it provides a

criterion to focus on to ensure a relevant modeling, and to prevent misinterpretation of the numerical

simulations. The derivation of accurate scheme is also crucial since the model is highly nonlinear, and

thus non accurate methods would lead to inconsistent results. Before stating the main results, we present

the motivations and the biological features of cell migration that are accounted in this paper.

1.1 Motivations and biological knowledge

Early-stage carcinoma are mostly confined to epithelium, which is separated from the underlying tissue

by a basement membrane composed of dense fibers of extracellular matrix. In order to cross this tight

barrier, metastatic cells use a complex internal machinery, named invadopodia, which lies on the actin

polymerization and that leads to the formation of proteolytic, protrusive and very localized subcellular

structures. Once the basement membrane has been crossed, cells adopt a different migratory behavior to

progress in the conjonctive tissue by projecting wider elongated protrusions. Cells migrating on 2D extra-

cellular matrix form flat and plated structures called lamellipodia, at the leading edge, while cylindrical

pseudopodia can be observed in 3D migration. Pseudopodia result also from both actin polymerization

and cytoskeleton reorganization, as for invadopodia, but they grow as a response to a weak external

gradient of chemoattractants, which are released by neighboring blood vessels. Thus such protrusions are

wide directional migration structures, while invadopodia are local subcellular structures that are needed

to perforate and pass through collagen walls. In Fig. 1 we present the different mechanisms that lead

either to invadopodium or to pseudopod, and Fig. 2 presents the biological evidences of these protrusions,

as described by [3,26,23]. We refer to [7] for a biological review of migration process.

In their review [11], Holmes and Edelstein-Keshet proposed a comparison of the different models for

cell motility. Discrete cell automaton or hybrid models are well-designed to account for all the biological

1 As present hereafter, our model is somehow related to Hele-Shaw-type models: in Appendix A we show how well-

posedness of the Hele-Shaw model can be tackled thanks to our approach.
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from podosomes such as longer lifetimes, protrusive behavior,
and morphological classifications (Gimona et al., 2008; Murphy
and Courtneidge, 2011). One major distinction has been the
presence of adhesion rings surrounding actin puncta in
podosomes (Gimona et al., 2008; Linder, 2009; Linder et al.,
2011). Here, we showed that two separate invadopodium-
producing cancer cell lines exhibit adhesion ring formation
around invadopodial protrusions. These rings consist of multiple
adhesion components such as paxillin, vinculin, and activated b1
integrin and occur at the basal cell surface by confocal
microscopy, suggesting that the ring structures represent
bonafide adherent structures. However, they were less
prominent with respect to staining intensity and morphology
than typical podosome structures formed in cells such as
macrophages, perhaps due to competition with focal adhesions
for components (Chan et al., 2009) or due to greater distribution
of adhesion components into a soluble cytoplasmic pool in cancer
cells. Interestingly, in src-transformed fibroblasts, b1 integrin
was shown to be important for not only the organization but
also the formation of ‘‘invadosome’’ structures, which have
similarities to both podosomes and invadopodia and are directly
induced by mutated src kinase (Destaing et al., 2010). Although
in our cancer cell invadopodium system we do find some role for
ILK in invadopodium formation, the major role that we observed
for both integrins and ILK was a very specific effect on
invadopodium adhesion ring formation and maturation.
Similarly, in osteoclasts, despite a small effect on actin
podosome puncta diameter, knockout of integrin b1, b2, and/or
av or kindlin3 led to severe defects in podosome organization
and bone resorption (Schmidt et al., 2011). In addition, Badowski
et al. examined the role of paxillin in invadosome formation by
src-transformed cells and podosome formation by osteoclasts. In
those systems, they found that loss or mutation of paxillin
primarily affected podosome organization and ECM degradation
(Badowski et al., 2008). Overall, our data suggest that adhesion
ring formation is a common feature of both podosomes and
invadopodia and indicate that a major function of those rings is to
promote recruitment of proteinases and ECM degradation.

A new model of invadopodium stages
Altogether, our data are consistent with a model in which
adhesion rings are assembled shortly after invadopodium actin
puncta assembly and promote recruitment of proteinases to allow

ECM degradation (Fig. 7). RGD-binding integrins and ILK are
crucial components of this process as inhibition or knock-down
reduces adhesion ring formation, MT1-MMP recruitment to
invadopodia and ECM degradation. Furthermore, inhibiting
integrins in ILK-KD cells had no further effect on ECM
degradation, suggesting that integrins and ILK reside in the
same pathway with respect to invadopodium-associated ECM
degradation. We place MT1-MMP at a later stage than adhesion
formation since KD of MT1-MMP had no effect on the number
of adhesion-ringed invadopodia but inhibition of adhesion
signaling led to decreased recruitment of MT1-MMP. After
exocytosis, MT1-MMP and other proteases might also interact
with integrins via a direct docking mechanism (Gálvez et al.,
2002; Mueller et al., 1999) that could provide additional positive
feedback to enhance invadopodium lifetime and/or ECM
degradation.

Whereas integrin inhibition with gRGDsp did not affect
invadopodium formation or lifetime, ILK-KD did, indicating that
ILK may not function solely downstream of integrins for those
activities. Although ILK is thought to primarily function as a
downstream effector of integrins in complex with PINCH and
parvin (Sakai et al., 2003; Stanchi et al., 2009; Wickström et al.,
2010b), ILK can also be regulated by growth factor signaling
(Ho and Dagnino, 2012; Serrano et al., 2012) and PI3K/PTEN
(Wu and Dedhar, 2001). Since invadopodium formation can be
activated by both growth factor and PI3K signaling (Yamaguchi
et al., 2005; Yamaguchi et al., 2011), one possibility is that the
regulation of invadopodium dynamics by ILK may occur
downstream of growth factor rather than integrin signaling.
Another possibility is that the inhibition of RGD-binding
integrins with gRGDsp was less effective at blocking the
integrin-ILK-IQGAP-MT1-MMP pathway than ILK-KD. Since
knockdown of MT1-MMP itself can affect invadopodium
dynamics (Fig. 6), a more complete block of the pathway with
ILK-KD might lead to the difference that we noted for
invadopodium dynamics.

Regulation of exocytosis by integrins and ILK
Integrins and adhesion signaling have recently been shown to
affect diverse exocytic processes. Assembly and localization of
the exocyst complex were shown to be regulated by integrin
adhesion and paxillin through activation of the RalA GTPase
(Balasubramanian et al., 2010; Spiczka and Yeaman, 2008). b1

Fig. 7. Model of invadopodium maturation. Initial actin puncta
appearance is followed by adhesion ring structure formation
including integrins (a,b), ILK, paxillin (Pax) and vinculin (Vinc).
Ring formation leads to enhanced MT1-MMP recruitment and
ECM degradation by invadopodia.

Adhesions promote invadopodium maturation 9
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(a) Pathways for invadopodium formation [3] (b) Pathway for pseudopod formation [23]

Fig. 1: Comparison of the mechanisms for invadopodium and pseudopodial protrusion.

(a) Invadopodium formation [26] (b) 3D cell migration [23]

Fig. 2: Comparison of the biological evidences of invadopodium and pseudopodial protrusions.

pathways involved in the protrusion formation. For invadopodia, one can cite the work of Weaver’s

group [5], while for cell motility and polarization one can cite papers of Edelstein-Keshet’s group [19,18,

11]. However these models are limited by their computational cost, which increases dramatically with

the refinements of spatial and time discretizations. In addition they usually involve a large number

of hardly measurable parameters, which prevent any sensitivity analysis of the model. Moreover the

numerical stability of the simulations can be hardly shown. For all these reasons, we prefer dealing with

continuous models based on partial differential equations (PDEs), in order to describe the phenomena at

the cell scale. The biological knowledge of the molecular interactions can be accounted for either thanks

to multiscale approaches or by a coupling with ad hoc phenomenological models that translate at the

cell scale the molecular phenomena. Such perspectives are very challenging and very relevant from the

modeling point of view, however it is necessary to derive first a generic PDE model at the cell scale.

Among the 2D/3D spatial PDE models, phase field method provides diffuse description of the cell

membrane. The actin concentration φ satisfies a reaction–diffusion equation, and the membrane is implic-

itly located in the region where the gradient of φ is large. Levine and Rappel [16] use this approach for cell

chemotaxis. In parallel, Saitou et al. derived such a kind of models for the formation and the maturation

of invadopodia [25]. They describe the distribution of specific enzymes, called Matrix Metalloproteinases

(MMPs), which degrade the extracellular matrix, creating then ligands. These ligands, when bound to

the membrane receptors, generate a signal which polymerizes the actin, leading to the formation of the

invadopodium. Figure 3 provides the schematic diagram and the numerical results provided by Saitou et

al. [25]. As one can see on 3(b), the main drawbacks of such modeling lie in diffusive location of the

membrane. In particular, specific membrane receptors and ion channels such as Na+/H+ exchangers or

sodium channels that might be crucial in cell migration – see Stock and Schwab [28] and Yang et al. [32]
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(a) Molecular interactions involved in the in-

vadopodia model of Saitou et al. The dashed line

shows the processes we focus on in this article.

3.2. Effect of small kf

We set k̂f ¼ 0:015=s. The numerical simulation results for four
variables are shown in Fig. 5. Small sized protrusions are observed
at t¼5 min. At t¼20 min, a small actin-rich protrusion with size
" 1 mm appears at the bottom and the right side of cellular
boundary. Creation of f and cn and degradation of ECM are
also observed there. At t¼60 min, amounts of f and cn become
small, thus the protrusion becomes stable with size " several
mm. Therefore, there exists a maturation time (" 60 min) of
the protrusion which may correspond to the lifetime of invado-
podia observed in experiments. Furthermore, we can see that
invasion does not proceed radially, but shows a fingered
morphology.

Fig. 6 shows the actin concentration from three different
simulations. All these figures show finger-like protrusions. The
leftmost figure has protrusions with size " 1 mm, the center and
the rightmost figure have the ones with several mm. All these
protrusion become stable within 60 min. Thus, in the case that kf

is small, stable fingered like protrusions whose space scale is
several mm and time scale is less than 60 min are observed.

Finally, we show the simulation result for k̂f ¼ 0:001=s (Fig. 7).
Amounts of f and cn are too small to degrade ECM, so protrusions
with size " 1 mm are not observed.

Our simulation results described formation of fingered mor-
phology with size several mm and maturation time " 60 min.
Roughly speaking, the morphology and scales of space and time

are consistent to real invadopodia. However, there are some
similarities and differences between our observation and real
invadopodia.

Invadopodia are actin-rich sub-cellular organelles with a
matrix degrading activity. To describe formation of invadopodia,
we incorporated invadopodia dynamics such as ECM degradation
and actin polymerization into the model. Thus, actin-rich and
ECM degrading activity are apparently associated with protru-
sions we simulated. As mentioned in the introduction, there
are observations that invasive cancer cells form few invadopodia
(1–10). In our simulations, fewer numbers (225) invadopodia
were observed. This does not seem to be inconsistent with the
observation. However, this point is inappropriate to compare,
because our model was simulated in two dimension. Therefore,
this issue should be addressed by doing three dimensional
simulation.

In real cells, invadopodia are constantly forming and disap-
pearing with lifetimes varying from several tens of minutes to
hours. Enderling et al. (2008) modeled invadopodia dynamics
through the retraction rule, in which invadopodia that do not
degrade ECM for a time interval are retracted. In their model, life
time was defined by time until retraction. This definition seems to
be natural, but our model failed to describe the retraction of
invadopodia. What we can only observe is the maturation time
that invadopodia becomes stable. If we consider that the matura-
tion time corresponds to lifetime of invadopodia, time scale is
similar to real invadopodia.

Fig. 3. The snapshots of concentrations actin(n), ECM(c), ligands(cn) and MMPs(f) in three different time steps t¼2 min, 4 min and 6 min for k̂ f ¼ 1:0=s. The figures denote
concentrations n, c, cn and f from left to right, and time steps from top to bottom.

T. Saitou et al. / Journal of Theoretical Biology 298 (2012) 138–146142

(b) Numerical formation of in-

vadopodium by Saitou et al. [25].

Fig. 3: Invadopodia model of Saitou et al. [25].

– cannot be considered. Moreover, in the numerical simulations, the cell shape, and thus the protrusions,

depend arbitrarily on the numerical criterion for actin localization.

Level-set methods are thus preferred to account precisely for membrane displacement. Strychalski et

al. propose in [29] a finite volume method to solve a reaction-diffusion equation in moving geometries.

Roughly speaking, given a velocity field U , which drives the cell membrane, they give a numerical

scheme to account for the biochemical reaction-diffusion in the moving cell. Thanks to biomechanical

considerations, Herant and Dembo use a two-phase fluid to describe the cell migration in the extracellular

network [10]. Each phase of the cell (the cytoskeleton and cytosol) is driven at a specific velocity and the

stress tensor due to the interactions between the network and the cell membrane is imposed in order to

drive the protrusion. Wolgemuth and colleagues propose 4 different models based on moving boundary

for cell crawling on flat surface (see [31]). Assuming that the whole cell is driven by a given velocity, they

investigate 4 mechanisms for the limitation of the protrusion velocity (myosin contraction-driven motility,

G-actin transport-limited motility, Rac/Rho-regulated motility and a model describing the limitation of

the rate of protrusion by microtubule-based transport of vesicles to the leading edge limits).

These previous level-set based models provide sharp localization of the membrane, however for each

model, the velocity of the protrusion is somehow imposed: Strychalski et al. [29] impose a global velocity

field U , which drives the cell, while Herant and Dembo [10] impose the normal component of the velocity

on different part of the cell membrane. Wolgemuth et al. [31] impose a directional velocity on the

cell membrane, which is weighted by myosin stress. On the other hand biologists have shown that the

protrusion formation results from interactions between the inner cell and the surrounding ECM. For

instance Weaver’s group has demonstrated the role of ECM rigidity, as well as the spacing of collagen

fibers on invadopodia formation [2,5]. In addition to these papers, it has been demonstrated by the same

group in [12] that MT1-MMPs play a crucial role in degrading ECM and then promote invadopodia. For

migratory behaviors, Ridley et al. [24] demonstrate the way cells detect and amplify external chemical

gradient thanks to proteins localized on the cell membrane.

Therefore there are biological evidences that protrusion formation (and thus the velocity of the

protrusion) results from a response to chemical pathways between cell membrane and external stimuli.

The present paper aims at providing the grounds for a cell modeling that describes the membrane

motion through interactions between the cell and its microenvironment. Importantly, the velocity of

the protrusion is an unknown quantity of the model, unlike the previously cited works. This novelty
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complexifies drastically the theoretical and the numerical studies. In particular, the well-posedness is not

trivial, and inconsistant numerical schemes would lead to irrelevant conclusions.

It is worth noting that our goal is to provide a core model, and to study it theoretically and nu-

merically. Therefore we only deal with simple phenomenological description of invadopodium and pseu-

dopodium formation, which will be enriched by more biological features in following research. In the

case of invadopodia, MMP enzymes are embedded in the cell membrane and degrade the extracellular

matrix by contact, creating a ligand flux, while for pseudopodia, the source of chemoattractant diffuses

far from the cell membrane. For the sake of simplicity, and since we are mainly concerned in the mem-

brane description, we do not consider the production of MMPs: we assume that the ligand is created

by a local concentration of MMP, which is a given Gaussian function on the interface. In the case of

pseudopodial structures, chemoattractants are diffusing from a neighboring blood vessel and create an

external gradient that leads to the cell polarization: proteins that are involved in actin polymerization

are advected towards the leading edge of the cell. Thus, pseudopodium-like protrusion modeling needs to

take the protein localization into account. Introducing a function for protein localization, and modifying

the datum, one model pseudopodium formation in a similar way as for invadopodium. In each biological

situation, more realistic complexification of the model will be addressed in forthcoming works, without

changing the main structure of the model.

1.2 Simple model for protrusion formation and main results

Let us present our model, that describes the protrusions formation process. Interestingly, we show that

thanks to slight modifications, one can pass from invadopodia to pseudopodial protrusions. We emphasize

that we do not account for the membrane detachment phenomena which will lead to cell migration: only

the first step of protrusion formation is accounted for.

1.2.1 Invadopodium formation

We first consider the invadopodium formation. The signaling pathways is a simplified version of Saitou

et al. It is schematized by the scheme of Figure 4(a), while the geometrical frameworks is detailed in

Figure 4(b). At any time t, the cell, denoted by Oit is embedded in the domain Ω. The ECM is the domain
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Fig. 4: Schematic diagram of the molecular interactions involved in our model and geometrical settings. The cell Oi
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t . The whole domain ⌦ does not depend on the time variable. It is defined by ⌦ = Oe
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Fig. 4: Schematic diagram of the molecular interactions involved in our model and geometrical settings. The cell Oit is

imbedded in the bath Oet . The whole domain Ω does not depend on the time variable. It is defined by Ω = Oet ∪ Oit

out of the cell, denoted by Oet . At any time, the cell membrane Γt is parameterized by the function γ(t, ·)

5



defined on the torus T = R/2πZ. Assume the flux of MT1-MMP enzymes g(t, ·) be given at any time on

the cell membrane. It generates a flux of degraded matrix (called ligands and denoted by c?) on the cell

boundary, and these ligands2 diffuse in the extracellular medium as described by equations (1a)–(1b).

When bound to the cell membrane, the ligands generate a signal σ, which diffuses inside the cell, as

accounted for in equations (1c)–(1d). The membrane is then transported by the normal velocity at the

interface (1e).

Degradation of the ECM:

∆c? = 0, x ∈ Oet , (1a)

c?|∂Ω = 0, −∂nc?|Γt = g|Γt . (1b)

Generation of the inner signal for actin polymerization:

∆σ = 0, t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ Oit, (1c)

σ|Γt = c?|Γt . (1d)

Motion of the cell membrane:

∂tγ(t, θ) = ∇σ(γ(t, θ)), θ ∈ T, (1e)

Γt = {γ(t, θ), θ ∈ T}.

The actin polymerization is accounted for by the gradient of the inner signal: this is a very simple model

for polymerization, which is a kind of linearized version of more complex models: the new polymerized

actin is seen as a vector-field, which pushes the membrane. Note that we omit the time derivative for

both ligands and signal diffusion, assuming that the dynamics are much faster than the characteristic

time for protrusion formation. More precise models, that involve the production of MMP enzymes and

other complex biological phenomena such as precise actin polymerization, as modeled by Mogilner [20]

for instance, are not addressed in this paper. The new insight of the modeling lies in the description of

the membrane velocity, which results from the equation and is not imposed as in previous papers [10,29,

31].

1.2.2 Similar model for pseudopodial protrusion

Model (1) holds for invadopodia formation, since the MT1-MMPs on the membrane generate an outer

flux of ligands. For pseudopodia formation, the chemoattractant diffuses far from the membrane, and the

proteins that amplify the signal are localized at the front of the cell, through a complex chemical process

described by Ridley et al. in [24]. Now c? denotes a chemoattractant, whose source, denoted by g, is

located far from the membrane. Zero flux of the chemoattractant on the membrane is imposed, assuming

that the substance does no enter into the cell. Therefore the boundary conditions (1b) are replaced by

equality (2a). In the extracellular medium, the chemoattractant diffuses so (1a) still holds. To account

for the proteins that amplify the cell sensing, we introduce a smooth function κ, such that the advection

equation is given by (2b). To summarize, the modifications are just to replace equations (1b) and (1e)

by (2a) and (2b) respectively.

c?|∂Ω = g, ∂nc
?|Γt = 0, (2a)

∂tγ(t, θ) = κ(γ(t, θ))∇σ(γ(t, θ)), θ ∈ T, (2b)

2 We assume that MT1-MMPs are located in the vincinity of the membrane, and thus no ligand are created far from the

cell, as described by the Dirichlet condition on ∂Ω.
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1.3 Outline of the paper

It is important, for theoretical but also modeling considerations to exhibit criteria for which the above

models are well-posed. Such criteria will ensure the consistency of the modeling, otherwise ill-posedness

would lead to irrevelant interpretations of the numerical results. For the same reason, accurate numerical

schemes have to be developed, since the model is highly non linear. For explicitly given velocity, such

issues are much easier to solve. Here, the main difficulties from both theoretical and numerical point of

view lies in the fact that the velocity of the cell membrane is driven by the gradient of the signal σ.

In the next Section 2, we present the main results of the paper, in terms of biological and mathe-

matical insights. We then present in Section 3 the main arguments that lead to well-posedness. For the

sake of simplicty, we focus on the 2D case. Note that the difficulty lies in the fact that two domains are

involved (the cell cytoplasm and the extracellular medium) and the velocity is the gradient of the inner

chemical signal. As usual for such free-boundary problems [13,33], the proof for well-posedness is based

on appropriate quasilinearization. Interestingly, this leads to a parabolic type equation that prevents the

a priori loss of regularity. More precisely, thanks to Lagrangian formalism and complex analysis tools

we provide the Dirichlet-to-Neumann operators in both inner and outer domains that make it possible

to rewrite equivalently the free boundary problem on the torus T as provided in Lemma 10. The quasi-

linearization is presented in Subsection 3.2, leading to the well-posedness result under a sign condition

of the datum g. The sign condition under which holds the well-posedness is a kind of Taylor criterion3

adapted to our model. Section 4 is devoted to present our first order finite difference method on Cartesian

grid, which ensures the accuracy of the simulations. The numerical method relies on immersed boundary

and ghost fluid methods. We introduce a new continuous stencil for the gradients at the interface –the

cell membrane– which stabilizes the standard schemes such as this of Cisternino and Weynans [4]. We

then illustrate numerically that instabilities appear if the positivity of g is not satisfied and we show

numerically the protrusions formation, similarly to biological images. Interestingly, numerical simulations

for invadopodium and pseudopodial protrusions, are qualitatively similar to the biological observations.

In Appendix A we show how the well-posedness of the Hele-Shaw model (also called Muskat model) can

be tackled thanks to our approach.

2 Main results of the paper and perspectives

The main results of this paper are threefold:

– From the modeling point of view, we have derived a simple model for cell protrusion formation for

which the protrusion velocity is not imposed. The velocity results from the interactions between the

cell and the ECM. The actin polymerization is accounted for by the gradient of the inner signal.

Interestingly, changing the interactions between the cell and the ECM lead to different protrusions,

as explained in subsection 2.1. More precisely, for invadopodia, the source of the extracellular signal

is located near the interface, leading to sharp protrusions, while for pseupodia, the chemical source

is located far from the cell, and the signal is amplified by membrane receptors, leading to larger

protrusions.

– We prove the well-posedness of the free boundary problem in Sobolev spaces, as stated in subsec-

tion 2.2. This theoretical result ensures the consistency of the model. Since the velocity of the cell

membrane derives from the gradient of the signal, well-posedness is not trivial. The proof is performed

in a bidimensional framework, which contains all the key points and benefits from complex analysis

tools.

3 In water waves [15,33,13], Taylor criterion is a criterion under which instabilities occur.
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– We provide a first order finite difference method to solve the problem based on immersed boundary

and ghost fluid methods. We propose a new continuous stencil for the gradient discretization at the

interface which stabilizes the standard schemes. Interestingly, such stabilization makes it possible

long time simulations, providing consistent numerical results.

2.1 Numerical simulations illustrating biological phenomena

A plot of an invadopodium simulation is provided in Figure 5. Ligand accumulation (dark grey) is ob-

served around the membrane area where MMP enzymes are concentrated (Fig. 5(b)). Consequently,

the signal accumulates in the adjacent cytoplasmic area (Fig. 5(c)), and leads to the actin polymer-

ization and thus invadopodium growth. Interestingly, the actin polymerization is concentrated in the

(a) Initial cell shape

and initial lifting of

MMP distribution.

(b) Ligand diffusion af-

ter invadopodium for-

mation.

(c) Focus on the in-

vadopodium.

(d) Normal velocity,

which reflects actin

polymerization.

(e) Protrusion stabilization. (f) Cell volume conservation

along the simulation.

Fig. 5: Numerical invadopodium formation. Fig. 5(b) provides the ligand distribution, Fig. 5(c) is a zoom of the inner

signal distribution. Fig. 5(f) shows the consistency of the numerics since the variations in volume are less than 0.05%. In

Fig. 5(d), the dark areas are for outcoming velocity and thus the actin polymerization, the light areas are for incoming

velocity. As observed in the experiments, the velocity decreases, leading to a stabilization of the protrusion.

protrusion, as described by Branch et al. [3]. The protrusion velocity decreases, indicating a tendency

to invadopodium stabilization (Fig. 5(e)). We also verified the numerical volume conservation4, which

illustrates the accuracy of the numerical scheme.

Figure 6 shows a simulation of a pseudopodial projection, at the leading edge of the cell, in response

to a chemotactic signal which is diffused from the right boundary of the domain.

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 give an idea of the various changes in morphology of metastatic cancer cell during

the invasion and migration, as accounted for by our model. Note only the protrusion formations are

accounted for here. Critical processes involved in migration (binding to collagen fibers at the front of the

pseudopodial protrusion, myosin-dependent retraction of the cell rear) are not considered in this study.

4 Note that volume conservation is not clear, from the biological point of view, but it results from our modeling of

invadopodia, since the velocity of the interface is divergent free.
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(a) Initial cell shape. (b) Extracellular chemical

signal distribution

(c) Inner signal distribution

after pseudopod formation.

Fig. 6: Simulation of a pseudopodial projection. Fig. 6(b) provides the distribution of the extracellular chemoattractant.

The gradient is quite low, but it is amplified by the membrane proteins described by κ in equation (2b), which leads the

formation of a large protrusion.

2.2 Well-posedness under specific sign condition

From the theoretical point of view, we first state that our free boundary problem is well-posed under a

specific sign condition on the data. For the sake of simplicity we focus on the 2-dimensional framework,

which makes it possible to use simple tools of complex analysis. We are confident that similar results

hold in 3D, but the analytical tools are more complex to deal with and this is far beyond the scope of the

present paper. Our well-posedness result is stated in Lagrangian formalism, which easier to deal with.

We supposed that the initial location of the cell membrane Γ0 is a perturbation of the unit circle

parameterized byγ0:

γ0 = eiθ + ξ0(θ).

At any time t, Γt is supposed to be parameterized by the counter-clockwisely oriented vector-field γ:

Γt =
{
γ(t, θ) := eiθ + ξ(t, θ), θ ∈ [0, 2π]

}
. (3)

Theorem 1 (Well-posedness of the problem). Let Ω be a smooth domain of R2 which strictly contains

the unit disk, and denote by Γ0 the initial location of the membrane, given as a perturbation of the unit

circle : Γ0 = {γ0(θ) = eiθ + ξ0(θ), θ ∈ T}.
Let s ≥ 3, and let g ∈W 1,∞(R+;Hs+1/2(Ω)) be such that for a given α > 0,

g(t, x) ≥ α > 0. (4)

There exist M > 0 and T > 0 small enough such that if

‖ξ0‖Hs(T) ≤M,

then, there exists a unique solution (γ, c?, σ) on (0, T ) to problem (1) such that

γ ∈ L∞(0, T ;Hs(T)) ∩ L2(0, T ;Hs+1(T)),

and for almost any t ∈ (0, T ),

c? ∈ Hs+1/2(Oet ) , σ ∈ Hs+1/2(Oit).

The above theorem ensures that as soon as the data g is positive, the model is well-posed. Therefore

any enrichment of the model, for instance any model from which g could result should focus on such

positivity.
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Remark 2 (On the assumption of small data and the bidimensional framework). We focus on the

bidimensional framework, which contains the main idea of the proof, but benefits from the convenient

tools of complex analysis.

Nalimov, Yosihara, and Iguchi [21,33,13] uses such tools for water waves well-posedness. Our model

is very different since two domains are involved and the fluxes are discontinuous across the membrane.

Moreover the quasilinearized problem from which the well-posedness results is also different, but the spirit

of the proofs is similar. We are also confident that the result holds in 3D thanks to more complex tools,

but this is not the aim of the paper.

2.3 Perspectives

Even simple from the biological point of view, since the signaling pathways are drastically simplified,

we propose in this paper a PDE system which is relevant for the protrusion formation. In particular,

the free-boundary problem makes it possible to localize precisely the membrane, and the velocity of the

protrusion formation is not imposed but it is an unknown of the PDE system. Our numerical scheme is

accurate and stable, allowing long time accurate simulations. Interestingly, we exhibit decreasing of the

velocity of the protrusion, leading to its stabilization as observed in the experiments. More biological

phenomena will be accounted for in forthcoming works. In the case of invadopodia, cytoplasmic and

membrane dynamics of MMPs remain to be explored to obtain a realistic time-dependent function g,

in order to calibrate the model with biological data. The issue of the divergence-free velocity also is

still unclear. It is also important to note that we focus in this paper on the protrusion formation: the

detachment process, that would lead to the cell migration is not accounted for here, and the model will

be completed in forthcoming works.

3 Mathematical analysis

In order to prove the well-posedness of Problem (1), we apply the strategy developed by Yosihara and

Iguchi in [33,13] for water-waves to our problem, which is somehow more complex since it involves

two phases unlike the standard water-waves problem. More precisely, using the Lagrangian form of

Problem (1), we prove the well-posedness for small data around the unit circle, meaning that the free

boundary γ(t) for t ∈ [0, T ] is in a neighborhood of the unit circle. At t = 0, Γ0 is given as

Γ0 = {γ0(θ) := eiθ + ξ0(θ), θ ∈ [0, 2π]}.

and for any t ∈ (0, T ), Γt is parameterized as

Γt =
{
γ(t, θ) := eiθ + ξ(t, θ), θ ∈ [0, 2π]

}
.

The sketch of the proof is based on finding the non linear differential system satisfied by the compo-

nents of ξ. It is worth noting that well-posedness is not trivial. Naive considerations make appear an a

priori loss of regularity, due to the fact that the velocity is given as the gradient of σ. The main idea of

the proof is to rewrite equivalently problem (1a)–(1b)–(1c)–(1d)–(1e) as a non linear system involving

only the component of γ.

Remark 3 (Sketch of the proof). Differentiating (1d) with respect to θ and using (1e) on one hand, and

on the other hand the Neumann condition (1b) on c?, lead to explicit expression (33) of ∇c?|γ . Using

the quasi Dirichlet-to-Neumann maps given in Lemma 6, which links the quasi tangential component of

∇c?|γ and to ∇σ|γ their respective quasi normal components, we obtain in Lemma 10 the non linear
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system (29)–(30) satisfied by the components of ξ. Then we perform an appropriate quasilinearization of

the non linear system in subsection 3.2. Our quasilinearization leads to equation (36), which can written

on the torus as

∂tW + 2g
1

1 +R
−2|D|
0

H∂θW = Source term.

Using the fact that the symbol of H∂θ is |k|, we then infer that if g is positive and bounded away from

zero, W satisfies a parabolic equation, which prevents the a priori loss of regularity, leading thus to the

well-posedness.

This section is split into 2 subsections. We first present the quasi Dirichlet-to-Neumann maps in

subsection 3.1, which are useful to write equivalently the free-boundary problem on the torus. Then we

perform the quasilinearization in subsection 3.2 and we conclude by the well-posedness.

We introduce the following useful notations:

Notation 4. To simplify notation, we denote by ζ0 the vector

ζ0(θ) :=

(
cos θ

sin θ

)
= eiθ.

The outward normal n to Γ is given by

n =
1

|∂θγ|
∂θγ
⊥, with ∂θγ

⊥ =

(
∂θγ2

−∂θγ1

)
= ∂θζ

⊥
0 + ∂θξ

⊥.

For the sake of simplicity, we suppose that the outer boundary ∂Ω of Ω is the circle of radius R0 > 1.

As shown in [13], the following proof can be extended to other smooth geometries but this complexifies

the calculations.

We generically denote by L2 and Hs, for s ≥ 0, the Lebesgue space L2(T) and the Sobolev space

Hs(T), respectively.

– For any f ∈ L2(T), we denote by f̂k its kth-Fourier coefficient defined by

f̂k =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

f(θ)e−ikθdθ.

– Hs is then defined by

Hs =

{
f ∈ L2(T),

∑
k∈Z

(1 + |k|2)s|f̂k|2 < +∞
}

– We denote by P0 the projection on the constants:

P0f :=
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

f(ϕ) dϕ = f̂0, ∀f ∈ L2.

– The Hilbert transform H is the zeroth order operator defined as

Hf :=
∑
k∈Z

(−i sgn (k))f̂ke
ikθ, ∀f ∈ L2.

– For λ > 0, we denote by R
−λ|D|
0 the smoothing operator

R
−λ|D|
0 f :=

∑
k∈Z

R
−λ|k|
0 f̂ke

ikθ.
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3.1 Quasi Dirichlet-to-Neumann maps and equivalent PDE system on Γ0

We remind the definition of the functional spaces L0(r, s ; τ) introduced by Yosihara (Definition 4.21 at

page 70 of [33]):

Definition 5 (The spaces L0(r, s ; τ) of Yosihara [33]). Let s > 0 and (r, τ) ∈ [0, s]2.

We say that an operator B(ξ) depending on ξ := (ξn)n=1,·,4 ∈ (Hs)4 belongs to L0(r, s ; τ) if there

exist Cs > 0 and Cτ > 0 such that the following two estimates hold

‖B(ξ)f‖s ≤ Cs‖ξ‖s‖f‖r, ∀f ∈ Hr, ∀ξ ∈ (Hs)4 s.t. ‖ξ‖s ≤ Cs, ‖ξ‖τ ≤ Cτ , (5a)

and for any (ξ0, ξ1) ∈ (Hs)4 × (Hs)4 such that ‖ξj‖τ ≤ Cτ , and ‖ξj‖s ≤ Cs, for j = 0, 1:

‖B(ξ0)f − B(ξ1)f‖s ≤ Cs‖ξ0 − ξ1‖s‖f‖r, ∀f ∈ Hr. (5b)

The following lemma links the tangent and the normal components of the gradients of c and σ,

solutions at any time of the time-independent elliptic problems (1a)–(1b) and (1c)–(1d) respectively.

Therefore we fix the variable t and omit it in the notations.

Lemma 6 (Linking the normal component of the gradient to the tangent component). Let s ≥ 3. Let

γ be defined by (3), with ξ smooth enough. Let c? and σ be the solutions to (1a)–(1b) and (1c)–(1d)

respectively.

There exist two 0th-order operators Li and Le such that5[
∇σ(γ) · ∂θζ⊥0

]
= Li(ξ) [∇σ(γ) · ∂θζ0] , (6a)

[∇c?(γ) · ∂θζ0] = Le(ξ)
[
∇c?(γ) · ∂θζ⊥0

]
. (6b)

These operators are defined as

Li(ξ) = H+A1(ξ), (7a)

Le(ξ) =
1−R−2|D|0

1 +R
−2|D|
0

H+A2(ξ), (7b)

where the operators A1 and A2 belong to L0(2, s ; 2).

Remark 7. For ξ ≡ 0, Γ is the unit circle and simple calculations in Fourier series imply that the

inner Dirichlet-to-Neumann and the outer Neumann-to-Dirichlet maps are nothing but Li = H and

Le =
1−R−2|D|

0

1+R
−2|D|
0

H respectively. The above lemma generalizes these formula to a non-circular geometry.

Proof. The proof is adapted from Iguchi’s paper [13]. Define the function z and w as

z(θ) = ζ0(θ) + ξ(θ), and w(θ) = R0e
iθ. (8)

We identify R2 and C. Let Fi and Fe be defined by

Fi(z) = ∂xσ(z)− i∂yσ(z), Fe(z) = ∂xc
?(z)− i∂yc?(z),

and define the functions of the variable θ, fi, fe and ge, as

fi(θ) = Fi(z(θ)), fe(θ) = Fe(z(θ)), ge(θ) = Fe(w(θ)).

5 Observe that for ξ = 0, Γ is the unit circle and the relations (6) are consistent with a simple calculus in Fourier series.
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First remark that

<(eiθfi) = ∇σ|γ · ∂θζ⊥0 , =(eiθfi) = −∇σ|γ · ∂θζ0, (9a)

<(eiθfe) = ∇c?|γ · ∂θζ⊥0 , =(eiθfe) = −∇c?|γ · ∂θζ0, (9b)

Observe also that the Dirichlet boundary condition (1b) on c? implies that the tangent gradient of c?

vanishes on ∂Ω6:

∇c?(R0e
iθ) ·

(
− sin θ

cos θ

)
= 0, (10a)

hence

∀θ ∈ [0, 2π] \ {±π/2}, ge(θ) =
e−iθ

cos θ
∂xc

?|R0eiθ , and ∂xc
?|±iR0

= 0. (10b)

Since Fi and Fe are holomorphic, for any z0 ∈ Γ the Cauchy-Riemann formula implies

Fi(z0) =
1

iπ
p.v.

∫
Γ

Fi(z)

z − z0
dz,

−Fe(z0) =
1

iπ
p.v.

∫
Γ

Fe(z)

z − z0
dz − 1

iπ

∫
∂Ω

Fe(w)

w − z0
dw,

and for any w0 ∈ ∂Ω we have

Fe(w0) =
1

iπ
p.v.

∫
∂Ω

Fe(w)

w − w0
dw − 1

iπ

∫
Γ

Fe(z)

z − w0
dz.

Writing z0 = z(θ) and w0 = w(θ), the above integrals read respectively, for any θ ∈ T,

fi(θ) =
1

iπ
p.v.

∫ 2π

0

fi(ϕ)

z(ϕ)− z(θ)
dz

dϕ
dϕ, (11a)

−fe(θ) =
1

iπ
p.v.

∫ 2π

0

fe(ϕ)

z(ϕ)− z(θ)
dz

dϕ
dϕ − 1

iπ

∫ 2π

0

ge(ϕ)

w(ϕ)− z(θ)
dw

dϕ
dϕ, (11b)

ge(θ) =
1

iπ
p.v.

∫ 2π

0

ge(ϕ)

w(ϕ)− w(θ)

dw

dϕ
dϕ − 1

iπ

∫ 2π

0

fe(ϕ)

z(ϕ)− w(θ)

dz

dϕ
dϕ, (11c)

According to (8), since ζ0(θ) = eiθ, one has

1

z(ϕ)− z(θ)
dz(ϕ)

dϕ
=

ieiϕ

eiϕ − eiθ +
∂

∂ϕ
log

(
eiϕ − eiθ + ξ(ϕ)− ξ(θ)

eiϕ − eiθ

)
,

1

w(ϕ)− z(θ)
dw(ϕ)

dϕ
=

ieiϕ

eiϕ −R−10 eiθ
+

∂

∂ϕ
log

(
R0e

iϕ − eiθ − ξ(θ)
R0eiϕ − eiθ

)
,

1

z(ϕ)− w(θ)

dz(ϕ)

dϕ
=

ieiϕ

eiϕ −R0eiθ
+

∂

∂ϕ
log

(
eiϕ + ξ(ϕ)−R0e

iϕ

eiϕ −R0eiθ

)
,

and obviously,
1

w(ϕ)− w(θ)

dw(ϕ)

dϕ
=

ieiϕ

eiϕ − eiθ .

6 Note that Iguchi introduced the notation

W
(r)
e − iW (θ)

e = ge(θ)eiθ,

and thus equation (10) reads W
(θ)
e = 0. If ∂Ω is a perturbation of a circle, ∂Ω =

{
R0(1 + b(θ))eiθ, θ ∈ T

}
, then, due to

homogeneous Dirichlet condition on ∂Ω we deduce W
(θ)
e = b′

1+b
W

(r)
e . In [13] homogeneous Neuman condition is imposed,

which leads to W (r) = b′

1+b
W (θ) as given by equation (4.2) page 534.
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Note that the above decompositions are useful since for small ξ, the second terms of the right-hand

sides are small, and thus the leading parts are driven by the first terms independent of ξ. Moreover, as

mentioned by Iguchi, one has the following characterization of the leading integral operators, for any

f ∈ L2(T):

1

iπ
p.v.

∫ 2π

0

ieiϕ

eiϕ − eiθ f(ϕ) dϕ = e−iθ(iH−P0)[eiθf ], (12)

1

iπ

∫ 2π

0

ieiϕ

eiϕ −R−10 eiθ
f(ϕ) dϕ = e−iθ

(
iHR−|D|+1

0 + (R
−|D|+1
0 −R0P0)

)
[eiθf ], (13)

1

iπ

∫ 2π

0

ieiϕ

eiϕ −R0eiθ
f(ϕ) dϕ = e−iθ

(
iHR−|D|−10 − (R

−|D|−1
0 +R−10 P0)

)
[eiθf ]. (14)

To simplify the notations, we set

J0 = iH−P0, (15a)

K0 = iHR−|D|+1
0 + (R

−|D|+1
0 −R0P0) = K<0 + iK=0 , (15b)

L0 = iHR−|D|−10 − (R
−|D|−1
0 +R−10 P0) = L<0 + iL=0 . (15c)

We also introduce the 3 integral operators with complex symbols:

Bj(ξ)f(θ) = − 1

π

∫ 2π

0

bj(ϕ, θ; ξ)∂ϕf(ϕ) dϕ,

where bj are the complex-valued functions defined as

b1(ϕ, θ; ξ) = log

(
eiϕ − eiθ + ξ(ϕ)− ξ(θ)

eiϕ − eiθ

)
, (16)

b2(ϕ, θ; ξ) = log

(
R0e

iϕ − eiθ − ξ(θ)
R0eiϕ − eiθ

)
, (17)

b3(ϕ, θ; ξ) = log

(
eiϕ + ξ(ϕ)−R0e

iϕ

eiϕ −R0eiθ

)
. (18)

Thanks to these operators, equalities (11) read now

fi(θ) = e−iθJ0[eiθfi] + (B1(ξ)fi)(θ), (19a)

−fe(θ) = e−iθJ0[eiθfe]− e−iθK0[eiθge] + (B1(ξ)fe)(θ)− (B2(ξ)ge)(θ), (19b)

ge(θ) = e−iθJ0[eiθge]− e−iθL0[eiθfe] + (B1(ξ)ge)(θ)− (B3(ξ)fe)(θ). (19c)

It is crucial noting that thanks to classical Sobolev embedding, and similarly to Lemma 5.11 page 549

of Iguchi’s paper [13], for k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the above operator Bk belongs to L0(2, s ; 2), for s ≥ 3, which

means that they satisfy (5) with r = 2, τ = 2, for any s ≥ 3.

According to (5) the norm of B1(ξ) as an operator on H2(T) is bounded by the norm of ξ in Hs(T).

Therefore for ξ small enough in Hs the norm of <(eiθB1(ξ)e−iθ) is also small, bounded by ‖ξ‖Hs and

thus the operator 1 +P0−<(eiθB1(ξ)e−iθ) is a perturbation of 1 +P0 which is invertible. Thus 1 +P0−
<(eiθB1(ξ)e−iθ) is also invertible and one has

(
1 + P0 −<(eiθB1(ξ)e−iθ)

)−1 − (1− 1

2
P0

)
∈ L0(2, s ; 2), for any s ≥ 3.
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Denote by

J (ξ) = J0 + eiθB1(ξ)e−iθ, (20)

K(ξ) = K0 + eiθB2(ξ)e−iθ, (21)

L(ξ) = L0 + eiθB3(ξ)e−iθ, (22)

and define, for n = 1, 2, 3 the real integral operators A<n (ξ) and A=n (ξ) by

A<n (ξ) + iA=n (ξ) = eiθBn(ξ)e−iθ.

Noting that thanks to equality (10), eiθge is a real-valued function, multiplying (19c) by eiθ and

taking successively the real and the imaginary parts, we infer the relations between ge and fe:

(1 + P0 −A<1 )eiθge = −
(
HR−|D|−1 +A=3

)
∇c · ∂θζ0

+
(
R
−|D|−1
0 +R−10 P0 +A<3

)
∇c · ∂θζ⊥0 ,

(23a)

(
H+A=1

)
eiθge =

(
HR−|D|−1 +A=3

)
∇c · ∂θζ⊥0

+
(
R
−|D|−1
0 +R−10 P0 +A<3

)
∇c · ∂θζ0.

(23b)

Thus we obtain

eiθfi(θ) = J (ξ)[eiθfi](θ), (24)

−eiθfe(θ) = J (ξ)[eiθfe](θ) +K(ξ)
{

1−< (J (ξ))
}−1 [

<
(
L(ξ)[eiθfe]

)]
. (25)

Taking the real part of (24), using (9) leads to

(1 + P0 −A<1 (ξ))
[
∇σ(γ) · ∂θζ⊥0

]
=
(
H+A=1 (ξ)

)
[∇σ(γ) · ∂θζ0] , (26)

from which we infer (6a) by setting

Li(ξ) = (1 + P0 −A<1 (ξ))−1
(
H+A=1 (ξ)

)
= H+A1(ξ).

Similarly, using the definition of K0 and L0 and observing that

HP0 = P0H = 0, HR−|D|0 = R
−|D|
0 H,

by taking the imaginary part of (25) and using (23), we infer that there exists A2(ξ) such that

∇c?|γ · ∂θζ0 =

(
1−R−2|D|0

1 +R
−2|D|
0

H+A2(ξ)

)
∇c?|γ · ∂θζ⊥0 .

It is clear that as the operators Bk, for k = 1, 2, 3, the real-valued operators A1 and A2 belong to

L0(2, s ; 2), which ends the proof of Lemma 6.

Remark 8. Note that taking the imaginary part of (24), using (9) leads to

(1 + P0 −A<1 (ξ)) [∇σ(γ) · ∂θζ0] = −
(
H+A=1 (ξ)

) [
∇σ(γ) · ∂θζ⊥0

]
. (27)

Remark 9. Using the fact that ∂tγ = ∂tξ, equation (1e) and the above lemma imply that

∂tξ · ∂θζ⊥0 = Li(ξ) {∂tξ · ∂θζ0} .
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We now rewrite the nonlinear system(1) in terms of X1 and X2 defined as

X1 = ξ · ∂θζ⊥0 , X2 = ξ · ∂θζ0.

Using this change of variables, the following equalities hold

∂tξ = ∂tX2∂θζ0 + ∂tX1∂θζ
⊥
0 , (28a)

∂θξ = (∂θX2 +X1) ∂θζ0 + (∂θX1 −X2) ∂θζ
⊥
0 , (28b)

∂θξ
⊥ =− (∂θX1 −X2) ∂θζ0 + (∂θX2 +X1) ∂θζ

⊥
0 . (28c)

Since ∂θγ = ∂θζ0 + ∂θξ, we show in the next lemma that the system can be rewritten in terms of X1,

X2 and their derivatives.

Lemma 10 (Equivalent problems). Problem (1) is equivalent to the following nonlinear problem written

in terms of (X1, X2):

∂tX1 = Li(ξ) {∂tX2} , (29)

∂tγ · ∂θγ
|∂θγ|2

(1 +X1 + ∂θX2) +
g

|∂θγ|
(∂θX1 −X2)

= Le(ξ)

{
∂tγ · ∂θγ
|∂θγ|2

(∂θX1 −X2)− g

|∂θγ|
(1 +X1 + ∂θX2)

}
,

(30)

where

|∂θγ| =
√

(1 + ∂θX2 +X1)2 + (∂θX1 −X2)2, (31)

∂tγ · ∂θγ = ∂tX2(1 + ∂θX2 +X1) + ∂tX1 (∂θX1 −X2) . (32)

Remark 11. We thus have reduced our free boundary problem to the equivalent nonlinear system (29)–

(30) on (X1, X2) set in the domain (0, T ) × T. The well-posedness of this equivalent problem will thus

lead to the well-posedness of our free boundary problem. The advantage lies in the fact that the involved

operators are now better understood thanks to Lemma 6.

Proof. Equality (29) comes from Lemma 6 and Remark 9. Differentiating (1d) with respect to θ, we have

∂θγ · ∇σ(γ) = ∂θγ · ∇c?(γ),

and thus thanks to (1e) we deduce:

∂θγ · ∂tγ = ∂θγ · ∇c?(γ).

The second equality of (1b) reads then

(∂θγ)
⊥ · ∇c?(γ) = −|∂θγ| g(t, γ(t, θ)).

Therefore we obtain the following expression of ∇c?(γ):

∇c?(γ) =
1

|∂θγ|2
(
(∂tγ · ∂θγ)∂θγ − g|∂θγ|∂θγ⊥

)
. (33)

Thanks to (6b) and using the equalities (28) we deduce equation (30).
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3.2 Quasilinearization and well-posed for small data

Following [13], we quasilinearize the system (29)–(30). Let Y = (Yi)i=1,4 be defined by

Y1 = X1, Y2 = X2, Y3 = ∂θX1 −X2, Y4 = ∂θX2 +X1,

and set

W = ∂tX2.

From (29), we get

∂tY1 = Li(Y){W}, (34a)

∂tY2 = W, (34b)

∂tY3 = ∂θLi(Y){W} −W, (34c)

∂tY4 = ∂θW + Li(Y){W}. (34d)

The following lemma is straightforward.

Lemma 12. Let s ≥ 3. Suppose that W ∈ L2(0, T ;Hs+1) and let Y0 ∈ (Hs(T))4. Then the solution Y
to (34) with the initial condition Y|t=0 = Y0 is such that

Y ∈ L∞(0, T ; (Hs(T))4),

and

‖Y‖L∞(0,T ;(Hs(T))4) ≤ ‖Y0‖(Hs(T))4 + C
√
T‖W‖L2(0,T ;Hs+1(T)).

Moreover, if (W1,W2) ∈
(
L2(0, T ;Hs+1)

)2
and Y0 ∈ (Hs(T))4, then the corresponding solutions Y1 and

Y2 satisfy:

‖Y1 − Y2‖L∞(0,T ;(Hs(T))4) ≤ C
√
T‖W1 −W2‖L2(0,T ;Hs+1(T)).

It remains to obtain the nonlinear equation for W . Equation (30) reads now

F 2
1 (Y)W + F1(Y)F2(Y)Li(Y){W}+ F2(Y)g(t, γ(t, θ)

= Le(Y)
{
F1(Y)F2(Y)W + F 2

1 (Y)Li(Y)W − F1(Y)g(t, γ(t, θ)
}
,

(35)

where Fi are given for i = 1, 2 by

F1(Y) =
1 + Y4√

(1 + Y4)2 + Y 2
3

, F2(Y) =
Y3√

(1 + Y4)2 + Y 2
3

.

Similarly to Yosihara’s and Iguchi’s papers, differentiating the above equation with respect to t, we

infer the following equation for W :

∂tW + 2g
1

1 +R
−2|D|
0

H∂θW = f(g, ∂tg,Y,W, ∂θW ), (36)

where f is such that there exists C > 0 such that if Y and g are small enough in (L∞(0, T ;Hs(T)))4,

W 1,∞(0, T ;Hs+1/2(Ω)) respectively, one has the following inequalities for anyW small enough in L∞(0, T ;Hs)∩
L2(0, T ;Hs+1) :

‖f(· · · ,Y,W, ∂θW )‖L2(0,T ;Hs) ≤ C
(√

T‖W‖L∞(0,T ;Hs)

+‖Y‖(L∞(0,T ;Hs))4‖W‖L2(0,T ;Hs+1)

)
,

(37)

‖f(· · · ,W1, ∂θW1)− f(· · · ,Y,W2, ∂θW2)‖L2(0,T ;Hs) ≤ C
(√

T‖W1 −W2‖L∞(0,T ;Hs)

+‖Y‖(L∞(0,T ;Hs))4‖W1 −W2‖L2(0,T ;Hs+1)

)
,

(38)
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where the dots · · · hold for the variables (g, ∂tg,Y). For the sake of conciseness, we do not make explicit

the expression of f in terms of F1 and F2, but as in Yosihara’s and Iguchi’s papers, this function has

clearly the above properties.

The main difference with these works lies in the partial differential equation satisfied by W := ∂tX2.

Actually, neglecting the non-linear terms of (36) we observe that the equation is parabolic since the

symbol of H∂θ is

sH∂θ (k) = |k|, k ∈ Z.

Moreover one can easily check that due to the hypotheses (4) on g at Theorem 1 that we recall here:

g ∈W 1,∞(R+;Hs+1/2(Ω)), ‖g‖W 1,∞(R+;Hs+1/2(Ω)) ≤M, for a given M > 0,

∀(t, x) ∈ R×Ω, g(t, x) ≥ α, for a given α > 0,

the time-dependent operator (Ag, H1) defined as

Ag : (t, w) ∈ R+ ×H1 7→ 2g(t)
1

1 +R
−2|D|
0

H∂θw,

is m-accretive in the sense of Kato [14] since it satisfies the following properties:

1. D(Ag) = {u ∈ H1/2 : H∂θu ∈ L2} ⊂ L2 does not depend on the time t.

2. For almost any t > 0, (Ag(t), H1) is m-accretive. This easily comes from the fact that 〈H∂θw,w〉 =

‖w −
∫
T w‖2H1/2 , therefore for any λ > 0, one has

‖v + λAg(t)v‖2L2 ≥ ‖v‖2L2 + 4α

∥∥∥∥v − ∫
T
v

∥∥∥∥2
H1/2

+ 4α2‖∂θv‖2L2 ≥ ‖v‖2L2 .

Moreover for any λ > 0, for any f ∈ L2, the equation

u+ λAg(t)u = f,

has a unique solution since the bilinear form

a(u, v) :=

∫
T
uvdθ + λ

∫
T
Ag(t)u vdθ,

is continuous and coercive on H1/2 thanks to (4), and thus Lax-Milgram lemma provides the existence

and uniqueness of u in D(Ag).
3. Finally, for almost any (t, s) ∈ (R+)2 one has

Ag(t)v −Ag(s)v = (g(t)− g(s))
2

1 +R
−2|D|
0

H∂θv,

and thus once again thanks to (4), one has

‖Ag(t)v −Ag(s)v‖L2 ≤
‖g‖W 1,∞(R+;Hs+1/2)

α
|t− s|(1 + ‖v‖+ ‖Ag(s)v‖).

Therefore the 3 conditions of Kato’s paper [14] are satisfied and thus the time-dependent equation

∂tw +Ag(t)(w) = f admits a unique solution for any f ∈ L1(0, T ;H1/2).

In the following, we focus on the energy estimates in order to prove the well-posedness of the quasi-

linearized system, thanks to the use of a classical fixed point method.
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Lemma 13 (A priori energy estimates). Let s ≥ 3 and α > 0. Suppose that there exists a 2π–periodic

solution W ∈ L∞(0, T ;Hs+1/2) ∩ L2(0, T ;Hs+1) satisfying equation (36) with the initial condition

W |t=0 = W0. Then there exist M > 0 and T > 0 small enough such that if W0 ∈ Hs(T) and if Y
and g satisfy

‖W0‖Hs ≤M, ‖Y‖L∞(0,T ;Hs) ≤M,

g ∈W 1,∞(0, T ;Hs+1/2) : g(t, x) ≥ α, ∀(t, x) ∈ (0, T )×Ω,

then the solution W satisfies:

sup
t∈(0,T )

‖W (t, ·)‖Hs+1/2 + ‖W‖L2(0,T ;Hs+1) ≤M.

Proof. The proof is standard, thanks to the embedding Hs ↪→ L∞ for any s > 1/2 and using the fact

that

〈W,H∂θW 〉 = ‖W − W̄‖2H1/2 .

More precisely, multiplying first equation (36) by W and integrating by part in the space variable lead

to

1

2

d

dt
‖W‖2L2 + α‖W − W̄‖2H1/2 ≤

d

dt
‖W‖2L2 +

∫
T
g

1

1 +R
−2|D|
0

WH∂θW dθ,

≤
∫
T
|fW |dθ,

from which we infer that for M and T small enough,

sup
t∈(0,T )

‖W (t, ·)‖L2 ≤M, ‖W‖L2(0,T ;H1/2) ≤M.

Similarly, multiplying by H∂θW we infer that for M small enough:

1

2

d

dt
‖W − W̄‖2H1/2 +

1

2
α‖W − W̄‖2H1 ≤

∫
|fH∂θW |dθ,

and thus we infer that for M and T small enough,

sup
t∈(0,T )

‖W (t, ·)‖H1/2 ≤M, ‖W‖L2(0,T ;H1) ≤M.

Deriving until the order s the equation (36) with respect to θ, and denoting by Z := ∂sθW we obtain

∂tZ + 2g
1

1 +R
−2|D|
0

H∂θZ = G,

where the right hand side is in L2(0, T ;L2) according to (37). The estimations∫ T

0

∫
T
|GZ|dθ dt ≤ ‖G‖L2(0,T ;L2)‖Z‖L2(0,T ;L2),

≤ (M +
√
T )‖Z‖2L2(0,T ;H1),

and ∫ T

0

∫
T
|GH∂θZ|dθ dt ≤ ‖G‖L2(0,T ;L2)‖Z‖L2(0,T ;H1),

≤ (M +
√
T )‖Z‖2L2(0,T ;H1),

imply that for M and T small enough,

sup
t∈(0,T )

‖Z(t, ·)‖H1/2 ≤M, ‖Z‖L2(0,T ;H1) ≤M,

which ends the proof.
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The contraction estimates are obtained in the similar manner.

Definition 14. Let M > 0.

We denote by VM the subspace of L∞(0, T ;Hs+1/2) ∩ L2(0, T ;Hs+1) defined by

VM =

{
u ∈ L∞(0, T ;Hs+1/2) ∩ L2(0, T ;Hs+1) :

sup
t∈(0,T )

‖u(t, ·)‖Hs+1/2 ≤M, ‖u‖L2(0,T ;Hs+1) ≤M

}
.

For the sake of conciseness, we leave the proof of the following lemma to the reader, since it is very

similar to the above a priori estimates.

Lemma 15. Let Φ be the mapping from L∞(0, T ;Hs+1/2)∩L2(0, T ;Hs+1) into itself defined by Φ(U) :=

W , where W is the solution to

∂tW + 2g
1

1 +R
−2|D|
0

H∂θW = f(g, ∂tg,Y, U, ∂θU). (39)

There exist M and T small enough such that Φ is a continuous and contracting mapping from VM into

itself.

Using the above lemmas 12–13–15 leads straightforwardly to the following theorem, thanks to a

classical application of the fixed point theorem.

Theorem 16. Let s ≥ 3. Let g ∈W 1,∞(0, T ;Hs+1/2(Ω)), such that

∀(t, x) ∈ (0, T )×Ω, g(t, x) ≥ α > 0.

There exists M > 0 and T > 0 small enough such that for Y0 ∈ (Hs(T))4 and W0 ∈ Hs+1/2(T) satisfying

‖Y0‖Hs ≤M, ‖W0‖Hs+1/2 ≤M.

Then, the quasilinearized problem (34)–(36) with the initial condition (Y,W )|t=0 = (Y0,W0) admits a

unique solution (Y,W ) such that

Y ∈ L∞(0, T ;Hs), W ∈ VM . (40)

In order to obtain the well-posedness of the initial free boundary problem, it remains to show that

(Y1, Y2) are effectively the (X1, X2) solutions to problem (29)–(30). This is quite obvious since the first

two equations of (34) imply that (29) is satisfied. Moreover, at the initial time W satisfies equation (35)

and by construction of the equation for ∂tW this equality is propagated at any time. Since we clearly

have W = ∂tY2, Y3 = ∂θY1 − Y2 and Y3 = ∂θY2 + Y1, we infer that Y1 and Y2 satisfy (29)–(30).

4 Numerical methods and simulations

In this section, we describe the first order 2D-Cartesian method used to solve Problem (1) in the Eulerian

formalism. This means that the membrane location is detected by the zero of a level-set function ψ, which

satisfies the transport equation:

∂tψ + v · ∇ψ = 0, (41)

where the velocity v is extended from ∇σ|Γt as follows:

∇ψ · ∇v = 0, v|{ψ(t,x)=0} = ∇σ|{ψ(t,x)=0}, (42)
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instead of equation (1e), all the other equations of (1) remaining unchanged. The numerical computation

is based on level set techniques [22] and finite-difference methods on Cartesian grids. The discretized

differential operators are derived from centered stencils, on each subdomain delimited by the interface,

using the ghost-fluid method [6,9]. The static subproblems (1a)-(1b) and (1c)-(1d) are approximated by

methods with first and second order of accuracy, respectively.

The keypoint resides in the superconvergence property of the numerical scheme, which makes it

possible to get the solution and its gradient at the same order of accuracy. Hence the protrusion velocity,

which is driven by the gradient of the inner solution, is first order accurate, leading to the first order

accuracy of the overall method thanks to a well-suited velocity extension. It is presented as follows:

– Poisson-Neumann problem (1a)-(1b) in the exterior area (ligands),

– Poisson-Dirichlet problem (1c)-(1d) in the interior area (signal),

– Extension of the velocity (42) solve the transport of the level set function (41).

We first give the different numerical schemes used to solve each subproblem, and then we provide some

convergence results, with observations about the relevance of Hypothesis (4). Finally, some numerical

simulations are presented with a source satisfying Hypothesis (4), that make appear the invadopodia or

pseudopodia-like protrusion formations.

Notation 17. The Cartesian grid is the natural choice to avoid remeshing at each time step, as the

interface evolves, in particular for parallelization purposes. Throughout the paper, the following notations

are used:

– The space steps δx and δy are denoted by h and such that

h = δx = δy.

Thus, an accuracy of order p in space must be interpreted as an accuracy at the rate p, like O(hp).

– The time step is denoted by δt and the time discretization is defined by

tn = n δt.

– The discretized differential operators are denoted by ∆h, ∇h and ∂hnh for the Laplacian operator ∆,

the gradient ∇ and the normal derivative ∂n, respectively.

– The grid nodes are denoted by xi,j,

– ϕni,j denotes the approximation at the point (tn, xi,j) of any function ϕ defined on Ω,

– Ωh denotes the set of grid nodes,

– Oe,htn and Oi,htn stand for the sets of grid nodes (tn, xi,j) where ψni,j > 0 and ψni,j < 0, respectively.

– ch, σh, ψh and nh are the numerical approximations of c?, σ, ψ and n,

– Γhtn is the set of the intersections of the grid axes and the level 0 of the numerical level set function

ψh at the time tn,

– When j (and n) does not play a role in the numerical stencils, we write ϕi and xi instead of ϕni,j and

xi,j to lighten the formulas.

4.1 Static subproblems

We first present the numerical methods used to tackle the static problems (1a)-(1b) and (1c)-(1d). They

are built thanks to the ghost fluid method (see Fedkiw et al. [6] for more details), computing the ghost

values with linear extrapolations.
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4.1.1 Laplace operator discretization

The Laplace operator is discretized direction by direction. The quantity uh generically denotes ch or

σh, depending on whether the outer problem or the inner problem is considered. At the regular points,

far from the interface, the second order derivatives are discretized with the usual centered stencil (as

mentionned before, j is omitted):

∂hxxu
h
i =

uhi+1 − 2 uhi + uhi−1
h2

, at the regular points. (43)

Near the interface the centered discretization is not possible since one of the neighbors is on the other side

of the interface. At this point, the value is called ghost value and is linearly extrapolated. For instance,

xG
i−1 xixΓh

θx h

xi+1

Fig. 7: Ghost-Fluid method for the points near the interface.

the scheme for the second x-derivative in figure 7 is given by

∂hxxu
h
i =

2

θx (1 + θx)h2
uΓh −

2

θxh2
uhi +

2

(1 + θx)h2
uhi+1, near Γh, (44)

where θxh denotes the distance of the point xi to the numerical interface Γh in the x-axis direction. If

the case θx = 1 occurs, we have uΓh = uhi−1. The scheme (44) is then equivalent to the standard 3-point

stencil scheme (43). Conversely, if θx = 0, the point xi is an interface point and does not belong to the

considered domain. It is worth noting that linear extrapolations give a nonconsistent operator near the

interface while it is second order accurate at the regular points.

4.1.2 Exterior static problem (1a)-(1b) with a Neumann boundary condition.

The main difficulty lies in the computation of the interface values cΓh –denoted by uΓh in (44)– from the

Neumann condition. The flux condition at the interface is discretized by evaluating the derivatives of ch

on Γh, where ∇h is not defined. We therefore introduce new operators ∂Γ
h

x and ∂Γ
h

y , that are directly

or indirectly computed from other grid points, depending on whether the interface point belongs to the

x-axis or to the y-axis. The key point lies in the stencil continuity that avoids introducing new unknowns

on the interface. In Fig. 8, the point A is on the y-axis and the indirect x-derivative ∂Γ
h

x cAΓh is computed

at the order 1 from the values cAΓh and cA1 , still using the ghost fluid method and linear extrapolation:

∂Γ
h

x cAΓh =
cA1 − cs

2h
=
cA1 − cAΓh

h
,

where cs is a ghost value, which is extrapolated at the order 2 from cAΓh and cA1 . The intermediate value cA1
is then interpolated at the order 2 from the known values ci+1,j and ci+1,j+1. To ensure the continuity in

the stencil arrangements, at the points A and B for instance, the direct x-derivative ∂Γ
h

x cBΓh is computed

in the same way:

∂Γ
h

x cBΓh =
cB1 − cBΓh

h
,
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A

ci+2,j

cA
Γh

B
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1cB

Γh

θxh

cA
1cs

Oi,h Oe,h

ci,j ci+1,j

cA
2

cB
2

Fig. 8: Continuity of the interface x-derivative.

where the intermediate value cB1 is interpolated from the known values ci,j and ci+1,j , which gives

∂Γ
h

x cBΓh =
−cBΓh + θx ci,j + (1− θx) ci+1,j

h
.

Thus, if θx tends to 0, both points xAΓh and xBΓh converge towards the point xi,j and both stencils of

∂Γ
h

x cAΓh and ∂Γ
h

x cBΓh tend to

∂Γ
h

x cΓh =
ci+1,j − ci,j

h
,

which defines the stencil continuity. An example of complete stencil is shown in Fig. 9.

Γ

cΓh

θyh

Oi,h

Oe,h

Fig. 9: Complete stencil for the discretization of the Neumann boundary condition.

The flux condition (1b) on the interface is then given by

∂Γ
h

x cΓh n
Γh

x + ∂Γ
h

y cΓh n
Γh

y = −gΓh , (45)

where gΓ
h

is known at the order 1 at least. The normal components nΓ
h

x and nΓ
h

y are interpolated at

the order 2. Thus, the required value cΓh is obtained from (45) and can be introduced in expression (44)

to compute the numerical solution in the exterior domain.

Note that this approach can be extended to a second order accurate method, as proposed by Cis-

ternino and Weynans in [4], by using quadratic extrapolations for both Laplace operator and Neumann

condition discretizations. In this case, the Laplace operator discretization is the well-known Shortley-

Weller scheme [27] that is consistent of order 1 near the interface. As regards the boundary condition

discretization, our continuous approach is different from the approach of Cisternino and Weynans. It

avoids considering new interface unknowns and is stable when the interface is very close to a grid point.

Interestingly, the second order method is superconvergent: the gradient of the solution is also second

order accurate. Similarly, the first order method used in this study is superconvergent: the gradient of

the solution is also first order accurate.
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4.1.3 Interior static problem with a Dirichlet boundary condition.

The interface value σΓh is directly obtained from the Dirichlet boundary condition if the data is exactly

known on the interface. This case has been studied by Gibou et al. in [9]. In particular, the authors

numerically highlighted that the use of an inconsistent scheme near the interface does not obstruct the

second order accuracy of the method.

In the case of the interior problem, that stands for the signal diffusion, the datum is not exact but

implicitly known from the exterior approximated field ch. As the exterior field is first order accurate,

the second order method for the interior problem also generates a first order solution. However, the

computation of σΓh from ch thanks to a linear extrapolation seems to ensure the transmission of the

superconvergence property from the outer solution to the inner solution. Hence, the solution and its

gradient, the protrusion velocity, are first order accurate, which is the essential aspect to get the overall

first order method. This velocity vh is computed with

∂hxui =
ui+1 − ui−1

2 h
, at the regular points of Oi,h, (46)

∂hxui =
ui+1 − ui

h
, in Oi,h, near Γ, (47)

where (47) is a usual first order discretization of the first derivative at the point near the interface. In

coherence with the computation of σh, it is built with the ghost fluid method and linear extrapolations

of the ghost values.

4.2 Issues of the dynamics: interface location and velocity extension

At each numerical time, the coupling of the exterior and the interior problems gives the velocity of the

interface. Then, the level set function is advected using the usual forward Euler scheme. The gradient of ψ

is discretized with the second order upwind scheme (also called LUD or Beamer-Warming method [30]),

which is less dispersive than the first order upwind scheme and therefore ensures a better volume conser-

vation. Then, two main issues arise. As the interface moves, we need first to update at each time step the

values of θx and θy, that are used to solve the static problems. Secondly, the velocity, which is defined

only in the inner area must be extended to transport the level set function in an appropriate way.

4.2.1 Computation of the distance to the interface

Let xi be a grid point near the interface. The quantities θxh and θyh are the distances of the point xi

to the interface Γh in the x-axis and y-axis directions. Computing these distances with a second order

accuracy preserves the first order accuracy of the interface location and the normal vector. This means

that θx and θy should be computed at the order 1 at least. For instance, the computation of θx is therefore

given by

θx =
ψi

ψi − ψi−1
, if xΓh ∈ [xi−1, xi], (48)

θx =
−ψi

ψi+1 − ψi
, if xΓh ∈ [xi, xi+1], (49)

where ψi and ψi−1 in (48), or ψi and ψi+1 in (49) are of opposite sign.
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4.2.2 Velocity extension

The extension of the velocity is a crucial point of the numerical method. The level set function can be

transported without generating discontinuities near the interface only if the velocity field is smoothly

defined across the interface and on the whole domain. It therefore has to be extended on each area, from

the interface. Several ways of extending the velocity beyond the interface are possible. For instance, we

can mention the fast marching method, introduced by Adalsteinsson et al. in [1] or some narrow band

approaches with level set reinitialization, as in [17]. In this study, we use a PDE method that is consistent

with our overall PDE-based approach and avoids the time-consuming process of level set reinitialization

at each time step. More precisely, we generate an extended velocity field w in the whole domain by

solving

(∇ψ · ∇) w = 0, on Ω, (50)

w = v, on Γ, (51)

which means that each component of the extended velocity will be constant along the normal directions.

The equation is discretized component by component, introducing the discrete gradient operator ∇E ,
which is based on upwind derivatives (from the interface to the rest of the area). For example, to compute

the x-component of the extended velocity whx near the interface, as shown in Figure 10, we solve

∂Exw
h
x,i =

vhx,Γh − whx,i
θx h

,

where vhx,Γh is linearly extrapolated from the values of vhx in Oi,h. The classical first order upwind

Oi,h

xΓh

Γ

xi

xi xΓh

Oe,h

xi−1

θxh

Fig. 10: Example of a forward upwind x-derivatives near the interface.

derivatives are used at the other points of Oi,h and Oe,h. This method results in a first order extended

velocity.

4.3 Numerical validations

We simultaneously present two test-cases in order to validate the numerical method and give convergence

results. The computational domain is [−0.5, 0.5]
2
. The linear systems are inverted thanks to a BiCGStab

method. The main difficulty in validating the numerical method lies in the unavailability of any analytical

solution, due to the strong non-linearity of the problem. We therefore compare each solution to a reference

solution that is performed on a 500 × 500 mesh. Errors are computed at the final time T = 1, when

they are supposed to be maximal. Note that errors on ψh are computed on a tubular area around the

interface Γh, so that the ridges generated by the velocity extension are avoided and do not disturb the

convergence rate computation. For both cases, we define ψ at the initial time as the signed-distance
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function of level 0 the circle of center (0, 0) and radius 0.3. At each numerical time, the boundary data

are given by

• test-case 1:

∀(r, θ) ∈ Γ, g1(r, θ) =


0.05 + 3 exp

(
0.1

(θ + 10π
15 ) (θ + 8π

15 )

)
if −10π15 < θ < −8π

15 ,

0.05 + 2 exp

(
0.1

(θ + 7π
15 ) (θ + 5π

15 )

)
if −7π15 < θ < −5π

15 ,

0.05 otherwise.

(52)

• test-case 2:

∀(x, y) ∈ Γ, g2(x, y) = 0.1 [2 + cos (3π (x+ y)) cos (π (x+ 0.3))] . (53)

At each time, the functions g1 and g2 satisfy the hypothesis (4), as shown in Figure 11 at the initial

time.

Fig. 11: Functions g0 with respect to θ.

Plots of the reference solutions σh at t = 1 (after 970 time steps for Test-case 1, 601 time steps for

Test-case 2) are provided in Fig. 12 and give the general shapes of the cell at the end of each simulation.

The convergence results are given on Table 1 and in Figure 13. For both problems, we observe a first

Fig. 12: Plots of σh at t=1 for test-cases 1 (left) and 2 (right).

order numerical convergence for the unknowns ch, σh and ψh, in maximum norm. More surprising, the

normal vector nh is also close to be first order accurate. Again, the overall first order accuracy results

from the superconvergence properties and their transmission from the Neumann problem to the Dirichlet

problem. They also seem to be preserved by the dynamics. Moreover, the normal vector, which is implied
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ch σh ψh nh

mesh N error L∞ order error L∞ order error L∞ order error L∞ order

test-case 1

32× 32 17 3.519 10−3 - 2.755 10−3 - 5.921 10−3 - 3.453 10−1 -

48× 48 32 2.424 10−3 0.92 1.600 10−3 1.34 1.018 10−2 −1.34 2.042 10−1 1.30

72× 72 59 2.521 10−3 0.41 1.348 10−3 0.88 4.395 10−3 0.37 1.528 10−1 1.01

108× 108 105 1.928 10−3 0.49 1.372 10−3 0.57 3.608 10−3 0.40 1.147 10−1 0.91

162× 162 188 1.343 10−3 0.59 9.789 10−4 0.64 1.778 10−3 0.74 7.431 10−2 0.95

243× 243 339 5.417 10−4 0.92 3.851 10−4 0.97 1.146 10−3 0.81 6.039 10−2 0.86

test-case 2

32× 32 11 3.433 10−3 - 1.448 10−3 - 9.957 10−3 - 8.384 10−2 -

48× 48 21 2.129 10−3 1.18 1.044 10−3 0.81 4.121 10−3 2.18 4.492 10−1 1.54

72× 72 36 1.558 10−3 0.97 6.814 10−4 0.93 2.833 10−3 1.55 2.932 10−2 1.30

108× 108 64 9.646 10−4 1.04 4.339 10−4 0.99 2.093 10−3 1.28 2.682 10−2 0.94

162× 162 114 5.679 10−4 1.11 2.671 10−4 1.04 1.127 10−3 1.34 1.430 10−2 1.09

243× 243 207 2.952 10−4 1.21 1.636 10−4 1.08 5.979 10−4 1.39 1.594 10−2 0.82

Table 1: Numerical errors and convergence rates for Test-cases 1 and 2.

in the Neumann problem, seems to depend only on the velocity accuracy, which makes it possible for the

coupling to be consistent. The details will be further studied in forthcoming work [8].

Fig. 13: Convergence curves in L∞-norm.

The divergence-free velocity imposes a theoretical volume conservation, which is preserved accurately by

the scheme (see Figure 14), since variations are lower than 0.1%.

Fig. 14: Volume conservation.

In order to stress Hypothesis (4), we perform the same simulations just by adding a constant (−0.1)
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to the data g1 and g2 given by (52) and (53). These new data do not verify the positivity condition

and instabilities appear on the interface, at some locations where the boundary data is negative or null

(Figures 15–16). In particular, Figure 15 shows that, for Test-case 2, g2 is null at the point θ ' 3.26

(a) Modified datum g2. (b) Test-case 2 at t = 1 (242

time steps).

=

3.26

(c) Zoom near the instabilities

at t = 1 .

Fig. 15: Modified datum g2 and numerical instabilities due to the violation of the hypothesis (4). Light areas indicate

higher contraction velocities. Black arrows show instabilities. In Fig. 15(c), the zoom shows that instabilities occur in the

region where the datum vanishes.

(a) Modified g1. (b) Test-case 1 at t = 0.36

(114 time steps).

Fig. 16: Modified datum g1 and numerical instabilities due to the violation of the hypothesis (4). Light areas indicate

higher contraction velocities. Black arrows show instabilities.

and it can be seen in Figure 15(b) that instabilities appear around this position and propagate along

the interface. As regards Test-case 1, g1 does not verify the condition of well-posedness on large areas

and the instabilities appear, especially in the regions where the contraction velocity is higher as depicted

by the white areas in Fig. 16(b). These observations seem to validate numerically Hypothesis 4 of strict

positivity as a necessary condition for well-posedness.

4.4 Biological model behavior: invadopodia and pseudopodia simulations

We present some visualizations of protusion formation, invadopodia and pseudopodial structures, in order

to study some behaviors of the model.
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4.4.1 Problem 1: invadopodia.

The initial cell is an ellipse of radii 0.4 and 0.15. The exterior medium is assumed to be homogeneously

composed of extracellular matrix, whose concentration value is constant and included with the MMP

concentration in the time-dependent function g, given as the trace on Γ of

∀(r, θ) ∈ Ω, G(r, θ) =


0.001 + exp

(
0.1

(θ + 9π
16 ) (θ + 7π

16 )

)
exp (−0.2 t) if −9π16 < θ < −7π

16 ,

0.001 otherwise.

(54)

The time exponential simulate the decrease in MMP concentration (while the front of the protrusion

moves away from the cell nucleus), leading to the expected stabilization of the protrusion. The simulation

is performed on a 1000 × 1000 mesh until the final time T = 6, for 476 time steps. We can observe the

formation and growth of the invadopodium (Fig. 17(a)-17(d)). As the MMPs are very localized, the

ligands are locally produced and accumulate along the protrusion (Fig. 17(e)). As expected, they create

a gradient of the cytoplasmic signal at the invadopodium (Fig. 17(f)), resulting in its growth. The cell

(a) t = 0. (b) t = 1.0 (186 time steps). (c) t = 3.2 (363 time steps).

(d) Cell shape at the final time

t = 6.0 (476 time steps).

(e) Ligand concentration (ch) at

t = 3.0.

(f) Cytoplasmic signal (σh) at t =

3.0.

Fig. 17: Simulation of an invadopodium formation.

contracts in the areas that are not protrusive. This observation is supported by the normal velocity

values, that show protrusive and contraction areas. This phenomenon can be mathematically explained

by the divergence-free velocity, which results in a constant volume of the cell (Fig. 18). As the protrusion

occurs only on a small area of the interface, the contraction area is large and the contraction velocities

are weak. Consequently, the contraction movement is barely perceptible. Note that, by construction and

in addition to the decrease in MMP concentration, the boundary data g behaves as if the area of MMP

accumulation expands on the membrane as the protrusion extends. As a result, the protrusion velocity

vanishes, indicating the tendency to invadopodium stabilization (Fig. 19).
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Fig. 18: Normal velocity (t = 6.0) and volume conservation with respect to time. Left: the dark areas are for outcoming

velocity (protrusion), the light areas are for incoming velocity (contraction). Right: The variations in volume are less than

0.03%.

Fig. 19: Stabilization of the invadopodium (right), related to the time-dependent boundary data, given at each time by

the trace of G (left).

4.4.2 Problem 2: pseudopodia-like projection.

For the pseudopodia simulation, we use the model including modifications given by (2). The initial cell

is an ellipse of radii 0.24 and 0.14, and center (−0.15, 0). The simulation is performed with the data g

given by

g(−0.5, y) = 0.1, g(0.5, y) = 0.4 ∀y ∈ [−0.5, 0.5], (55a)

g(x,−0.5) = g(x, 0.5) = 0.25 + 0.3x, ∀x ∈ [−0.5, 0.5]. (55b)

The localization function κ is given at each time tn as a function of σ:

κn = 0.001 + 0.05 (1 + tanh (λ(σn − σ̄n))) . (56)

The signal σ gives the polarization of the cell, generated by the external gradient, and the direction of

the protrusion. However the velocity can exist only in the area where the proteins required for the actin

polymerization are located, which is described by (56). The threshold σ̄n delimits the areas with and

without proteins. As these areas evolve as the protrusion grows, we define σ̄ as a time-dependent linear

interpolation of the extrema of σ:

σ̄n = (0.2− 0.03 tn)σmin + (0.8 + 0.03 tn)σmax.

The slope of the curve at the limit of both areas is given by the parameter λ also defined from the

extrema of σ:

λ =
10

σmax − σmin
.
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The simulation is performed on a 500×500 grid until the final time T = 5, for 320 time steps. We provide

plots of the cell shape during the simulation in Figure 20. The blood vessel is on the right edge of the

(a) t = 0. (b) t = 1.6 (117 time steps). (c) t = 5 (320 time steps).

Fig. 20: Simuation of pseudopodia formation.

computational domain. The gradient of chemoattractant polarizes the cell from the left to the right, that

leads to the formation of the protrusion on the right of the cell and to its growth towards the blood

vessel. The pseudopodium width depends only on the definition of the localization function κ and more

precisely on the threshold σ̄. Since the velocity is not divergence-free, the pseudopodium growth results

in an increased volume (Fig. 21(a)). As the cell elongates on a wide leading front, the distribution of the

signal spreads out and the normal velocity decreases (Fig. 21(b)).

(a) Increase in volume. (b) Decrease in normal velocity.

Fig. 21: Behavior of the model for pseudopodia formation.

5 Discussion and perspectives

Our core model for protrusion formation under external gradient, takes the cytoplasmic membrane into

account as a free boundary. It has been proved that the free boundary problem is well-posed under

the sign condition (4) that has been numerically validated. The consistency of the numerical method is

based on superconvergence properties of the scheme that are not all well understood and that will be

specifically studied in a future work [8]. Roughly speaking the gradient of the numerical solutions to the

static subdomains problems are at the same order of the solutions themselves, which prevents loss of

accuracy.
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Numerical simulations provide protrusion–like shapes, validating the derivation of the model. We em-

phasize that these are the first steps towards a precise description of cell protrusion formation. In the

case of invadopodia, cytoplasmic and membrane dynamics of MMPs remain to be explored to obtain

a realistic time-dependent function g, in the purpose, for instance, to calibrate the model or study the

stabilization of invadopodia, as in [25]. The issue of the divergence-free velocity also arises: does the cell

deform at constant volume or is the membrane extended? Regarding pseudopodia, it seems easier to get

a realistic boundary data since it just corresponds to the concentration of chemoattractant released by

the neighboring blood vessel. Moreover, numerical simulations are more straightforward because larger

protrusions require less grid refinement and generate less numerical instabilities. However, the issue of the

cell polarization and the cytoplasmic protein distribution, that is roughly approximated by the function

κ in our study, also remains to deepen.

Note that in order to achieve a complete migratory behavior, it should be necessary to introduce many

other biological processes, especially cell-collagen adhesions and myosin-induced contractility. Then we

could obtain more realistic simulations by combining pseudopodia and invadopodia for a cell that would

migrate in a matrix of collagen fibers. In conclusion, we have proposed and studied theoretically and

numerically a core model that is a new step in the modeling of protrusion formation at the cellular level.

This topic is the cornerstone of the cell migration understanding, especially as regards the cancer cell

invasion and migration. However, many biological issues, such as MMPs and cell polarization dynamics

or velocity definition, and mathematical issues, like 3D-analysis and numerical analysis, remain to be

further studied.
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A The quasistatic 2–phase Hele-Shaw (Muskat) problem

In this Appendix we consider the quasistatic 2–phase Hele-Shaw also called Muskat problem set in the domain Ω defined

as in Fig. 4(b). We use the same notation as before for the geometry. Let g be a given function defined in R+ × R2. The

PDE system satisfied by γ, c?, and σ reads

γ|t=0 = γ0, and ∂tγ = ∇(σ − c?)(γ(t, θ)), ∀t > 0, ∀θ ∈ R/2πZ, (57a)

where ∀t ≥ 0, one has

∆c? = 0, x ∈ Oet , (57b)

c?|∂Ω = 0, c?|Γt = g|Γt , (57c)

∆σ = 0, t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ Oit, (57d)

σ|Γt = c?|Γt . (57e)

From the numerical point of view, since Dirichlet conditions are imposed on both sides of Γt, our numerical schemes can

be easily used with the same order of accuracy. In the following we show how to obtain the well-posedness result:

Theorem 18 (Well-posedness of the quasistatic 2–phase Stefan problem). Let Ω be a smooth domain of R2 which strictly

contains the unit disk, and denote by Γ0 the initial location of the interface, given as a perturbation of the unit circle :

Γ0 = {eiθ + ξ0, θ ∈ T}.
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Let s ≥ 3, and let g ∈W 1,∞(R+;Hs+3/2(Ω)) such that for a given α > 0, and M > 0,

−∇g · ∂θζ⊥0 −
1 +R

−2|D|
0

2R0 log(R0)
P0(g) ≥ α > 0, ‖g‖W1,∞(R+;Hs+3/2) ≤M, with ζ0(θ) = eiθ. (58)

There exist δ > 0 and T > 0 small enough such that if

‖ξ0‖Hs(T) ≤ δ,

then, there exists a unique solution (γ, c?, σ) on (0, T ) to problem (57) such that

γ ∈ L∞(0, T ;Hs(T)) ∩ L2(0, T ;Hs+1),

and for almost any t ∈ (0, T ),

c? ∈ Hs+1/2(Oet ) , σ ∈ Hs+1/2(Oit).

A.1 Equivalent problem on the torus T = R/2πZ

We write an equivalent problem set on the torus T = R/2πZ. Deriving with respect to θ the Dirichlet traces of σ and c?

on Γt, we get:

∂θ((σ − c?)(γ)) = 0 = ∂tγ · ∂θγ.
Then, setting as before

X1 = ξ · ∂θζ⊥0 , X2 = ξ · ∂θζ0,
we get the first equation which corresponds to (29) for the cell migration problem:

(1 +X1 + ∂θX2)∂tX2 = −(∂θX1 −X2)∂tX1. (59)

Then, thanks to Lemma 6, we get:

∇c? · ∂θζ0 = Le(∇c? · ∂θζ⊥0 ),

= Le(∇σ · ∂θζ⊥0 )− Le(∂tξ · ∂θζ⊥0 ),

= LeLi(∇σ · ∂θζ0)− Le(∂tξ · ∂θζ⊥0 ),

= LeLi(∇c? · ∂θζ0) + LeLi(∂tξ · ∂θζ0)− Le(∂tξ · ∂θζ⊥0 ).

Now observe that around ξ = 0, the operator writes (see Lemma 6):

LeLi ∼
1−R−2|D|

0

1 +R
−2|D|
0

H2 = P0 −
1−R−2|D|

0

1 +R
−2|D|
0

,

thus for ξ small enough,

(1− LeLi) ∼
2

1 +R
−2|D|
0

− P0,

which is invertible. Therefore (1− LeLi) is invertible for ξ small enough and its inverse operator A reads

A = (1− LeLi)−1 ∼ 1 +R
−2|D|
0

2

(
1 +

1 +R
−2|D|
0

1−R−2|D|
0

P0

)
,

and we get

∇c? · ∂θζ0 = ALe
(
−∂tX1 + Li(∂tX2)

)
, (60)

Similarly, we obtain

∇c? · ∂θζ⊥0 = −∂tξ · ∂θζ⊥0 +∇σ · ∂θζ⊥0 ,
= −∂tξ · ∂θζ⊥0 + Li(∇σ · ∂θζ0),

= −∂tX1 + Li(∂tX2) + LiLe(∇c? · ∂θζ⊥0 ),

and thus

∇c? · ∂θζ⊥0 = B (−∂tX1 + Li(∂tX2)) , (61)
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where similarly

B = (1− LiLe)−1 ∼ 1 +R
−2|D|
0

2

(
1 +

1 +R
−2|D|
0

1−R−2|D|
0

P0

)
.

We are now ready to obtain the second equation, which corresponds to equation (30). Since

∇g · ∂θγ = ∇c? · ∂θζ0 +∇c? · ∂θξ,
= (1 + ∂θξ · ∂θζ0)∇c? · ∂θζ0 + ∂θξ · ∂θζ⊥0 (∇c? · ∂θζ⊥0 ),

= {(1 +X1 + ∂θX2)ALe + (∂θX1 −X2)B} (−∂tX1 + Li(∂tX2)) ,

hence we infer

{(1 +X1 + ∂θX2)ALe + (∂θX1 −X2)B} (−∂tX1 + Li(∂tX2))

= (1 +X1 + ∂θX2)∇g · ∂θζ0 + (∂θX1 −X2)∇g · ∂θζ⊥0 .
(62)

In addition to the results of Lemma 6, it is necessary to use the following equality:

(P0 +A3(ξ))
(
∇c? · ∂θζ⊥0

)
= − 1

R0 log(R0)
P0(g),

which can be easily verified by Fourier calculus. Thanks to the avove equality, we infer that

P0 (∂tX1) +A4(ξ)(∂tX2) +A5(ξ)∂tX1 =
1

R0 log(R0)
P0(g), (63)

where the operators Aj(ξ), j = 3, 4, 5 belong to L0(2, s ; 2) similarly to the operators (Ai(ξ))i=1,2 of Lemma 6.

A.2 Quasilinearization

Now let (Yi)i=1,··· ,4 and W be defined as

Y1 = X1, Y2 = X2,

Y3 = ∂θX1 −X2, Y4 = ∂θX2 +X1,

W = ∂tX1.

Equations (59)–(62) write now:

∂tY1 = W, (64a)

∂tY2 = − Y3

1 + Y4
W, (64b)

∂tY3 = ∂θW, (64c)

∂tY4 = ∂θ

(
− Y3

1 + Y4
W

)
, (64d)

and on W we get

{(1 + Y4)ALe + Y3B}W − {(1 + Y4)ALe + Y3B}Li
(

Y3

1 + Y4
W

)
= (1 + Y4)∇g · ∂θζ0 + Y3∇g · ∂θζ⊥0 . (64e)

Deriving equation (64e) with respect to time leads to the following non-local PDE for W around Y ∼ 0:

1−R−2|D|
0

2
H∂tW +

1 +R
−2|D|
0

2
W∂θW + (∇g · ∂θζ⊥0 ) ∂θW = source term,

or equivalently, setting W̃ = HW :

1 +R
−2|D|
0

2
∂tW̃ − (∇g · ∂θζ⊥0 )H∂θW̃ −

1 +R
−2|D|
0

2
WH∂θW̃ = source term.

Using equality (63), observe that

W = P0(W )−H(W̃ ) =
1

R0 log(R0)
P0(g)−H(W̃ ),
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hence W̃ satisfies

1 +R
−2|D|
0

2
∂tW̃ −

[
(∇g · ∂θζ⊥0 ) +

1 +R
−2|D|
0

2R0 log(R0)
P0(g)

]
H∂θW̃ +

1

2
∂θ

((
HW̃

)2)
= source term.

from which we get the well-posedness in L∞(0, T ;Hs) ∩ L2(0, T ;Hs+1) under the sign condition

−∇g · ∂θζ⊥0 −
1 +R

−2|D|
0

2R0 log(R0)
P0(g) ≥ α > 0,

with g ∈W 1,∞(0, T ;Hs+3/2).
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